What's new?

- IATA launched the [ONE Record Developer Portal](https://one.record.iata.org) with the objective of being a one-stop-shop for anyone who wants to implement the ONE Record standard in their organization.

- IATA published the [ONE Record Implementation Playbook](https://one.record.iata.org) which provides a step-by-step guidance to implement the ONE Record standard. The document has been designed as a pointer to various resources made available by IATA, either the standard components or additional pieces of information/guidance materials.

## Standard development

### DATA MODEL

- Released an excel tool to highlight the impacts on the Data Model for each activity and task described by the Industry MOP;

- Extended the scope of the Data Model with proposals of new add-ons: Shipper’s Declaration for Dangerous Goods, ULD Tracking, Cargo Distribution (Airline – Forwarder), Shipper’s Letter of Instructions;

- Reviewed the Advanced Cargo Information requirements and analyzed requirements for Live Animals based on the Live Animals Regulations (LAR).

### API & SECURITY

- Published the security specifications by our PoC partner WISeKey. The documentation is available on [GitHub](https://github.com/ONE-Record);

- ONE Record pilots are currently working on testing and showcasing the security architecture defined by WISeKey;

- Implementation of the [ONE Record Ontology Visualizer](https://github.com/ONE-Record/oov) which is a browser for our Data Model.

### PILOT PROJECTS

- With the summer break just over, pilot groups are joining their efforts once again;

- We have seen growth in the number of participants and stakeholders joining existing pilots. More information on our [website](https);

- The [Multilateral Data Agreement (MDA)](https://www.iata.org) was released allowing participants to sign a data sharing agreement in the same way as the MeA, therefore reducing considerably the administrative burden of multiple contracts.

## Events

- 3rd edition of the [ONE Record Hackathon](https://one.record.iata.org), an IATA first to be fully digital. 11-13 September, 176 participants, 17 solutions. Check the outcome and the demo here.

- [Digital Cargo Webinars](https://www.iata.org), online event to replace the annual Digital Cargo Conference in GVA. 15 September - 01 October, 6 episodes, 370+ unique viewers. Check the replay here!

## Knowledge

- Deep dive into the ONE Record concepts with our ONE Record Insights, including technical, data, pilot and project subjects

- Don’t miss our series of three white papers: the first issue is dedicated to the data model. API and Security are next!

- All our publications [Discover](https://one.record.iata.org)